Save time and money by purchasing the perfect antique table from a new
online showroom!
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Create your own custom vehicle with a new van conversion service!
Up until now, if you were looking to purchase a genuine antique table, either as a remarkable gift for a
friend or as a unique piece of furniture for your own personal enjoyment, you would have had to have
spent days or weeks searching the numerous showrooms, auction houses and warehouses up and down the
country to find anything even remotely similar to what you originally had in mind.
However, a reputable antique dealer based in Potters Bar near Enfield aims to simplify the process of
acquiring rare and interesting pieces of antique furniture with the introduction of a new online antique
showroom which offers a quick and easy, exceptionally straightforward means of browsing through their
enormous collection of vintage collectibles which can then be purchased directly using the internet with
the minimum of stress or complication.
With over forty years of experience, Canonbury Antiques are proud to offer one of the largest antique
table (http://www.canonburyantiques.com) collections to be found anywhere in the world which consists of
unique and desirable examples that have been sourced and acquired from dealers and private collectors
from a surprisingly diverse choice of locations including the United States, Eastern Europe and far flung
destinations such as Australia and the Caribbean.
"Whether you are looking for an Art Deco cocktail table from the roaring 20s, a clean and refined Regency
dining table or a faithfully and painstakingly restored Victorian coffee table, you can find exactly what
you want in a matter of seconds using our website thanks to our fast and user friendly online search
facility which features detailed descriptions and high quality photographs of every product listed so
that you can accurately assess whether or not a piece matches your criteria and so that you can also see
the exact condition an item is in before committing to a purchase," said a spokesman for the company.
In addition to their stunning choice of classic antique tables from a wide range of vintage eras,
Canonbury Antiques also stock a vast selection of other collectible and highly sought after items such as
rare oil paintings, French Art Nouveau lamps and chandeliers, mirrored bedside cabinets and bookcases,
Chinese pottery, glassware and statues.
As one of the most successful antique dealers in the world, Canonbury Antiques are able to ship their
valuable items to any international destination imaginable and their unrivalled experience ensures that
each item they deliver always arrives on the customer’s doorstep on time and in the exact same perfect
condition as it left their warehouse!
Contact Martin for quotes on 017149637477 or martin@canonburyantiques.com
Canonbury Antiques, Redwell Wood Farm, Ridge Hill, Potters Bar, Hertfordshire, EN6 3NA, England
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